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Looking forward to build a career as leading element of a team aligned with organizational mission
where I may excel my skilled ability in contributing in achieving of organization's objectives. I will be
happy to work in Data Analyst, Business Analyst or in any allied suitable role where I shall be able to
explore my know how. 

SQLPower BI Advance ExcelDatabase Management Analysis 

ResourcefulSelf-Motivated AdaptableTeam Management TeamworkFlexibility

KPIs Python

EDUCATION & TRAINING

DATA SCIENCE
Vertocity

May 2022 - Oct 2022 

Operations performed with Advanced Excel  to clean data and building up reports.
Data manipulation & filtering using SQL  to extract very specific data for further analysis.
Visualizing data and building an interactive report using Power BI  for better understanding
& representation of data insights.
Basic Python operations on the dataset for Analysis.

Upskilled with Technical Skills to learn Analysis  using large Data  to identify some important
Data Driven Insights.

B.TECH (AERONAUTICS) 
Kurukshetra University

2015-2020 

Aeronautical Engineering  is the science involved with the study, design, and manufacture of flight-
capable machines, or the techniques of operating aircraft. It includes designing, constructing,
analyzing and testing of commercial or military aircrafts, missiles, and spacecrafts. 

12th STANDARD 
Kendriya Vidyalaya

2013-2014 

10th STANDARD 
Kendriya Vidyalaya

2011-2012 

EXPERIENCE

Approaching clients, understanding user needs & closing deals.
Complying Orders, looking after Import & Shipment clearance from Customs.
Generating various reports as when required.
Confirming Installations & Demonstration of instruments on site.

ASST. MANAGER (SALES & SERVICE)
Klorofil Scientific

Jul 2020 - Dec 2021 

CERTIFICATIONS
BODY LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
Catalyst Educare

BACK-TO-BACK CONVERSATION
Catalyst Educare

BUILDING RC TRAINING AIRCRAFT
NVM Skytex Pvt Ltd 

DATA SCIENCE
Vertocity



Doing Data Wrangling  and Cleaning  for better understanding of the data.
Extracting very selective details out of the given data to get deeper insights using and
manipulating data structures.
Using Procedures  & Indexes  for quick access and retrieval of data.
Using DAX  to extract complex information out of the data.
Putting the AI  and the Q&A  features in the charts to analyze the data.
Building Reports  for better representation of the Information extracted for the dataset.

MOVIE RATINGS (SQL + POWER BI)

INTERESTS

Stock Market
Trying new cuisines
Traveling
Watching movies 

SALES DEMOGRAPHICS IN DIFFERENT CURRENCIES (POWER BI)
Starting with Data Wrangling  to begin with the Visualization process.
Establishing appropriate Cardinalities  among tables to perform operations efficiently.
Creating DAX Measures  to derive some important hidden information out of it and changing
data Structures.
Creating different Charts  with different color codes to make it more understandable &
interactive.
Building Live Reports based on the derived information.

PROJECTS

INVENTORY DBMS (SQL)

Analyzing  data and identifying valuable insights to be drawn out of it that can be used to
make required changes in the system.
Identifying Problematic Data  and finding solutions to overcome or prevent those problems
ahead.
Finding Co-related Data  in order to understand what data could influence other co-related
data. 
Creating visuals  for better understandings by of the data.

NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY (EXCEL)

Beginning with Data Cleaning  in order to process data for further operations. 
Using different SQL commands such as DDL ,  DML ,  DQL  etc. to manipulate data as per the
requirements.
Using different JOINS  and CLAUSES  to make comparative decisions.
Creating Procedures  & Transactions  for efficient, reliable and secure operations.


